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Introduction

The aerodynamic design of increasingly large rotors (Veers et al., 2019) to satisfy the world’s wind energy needs relies on
robust and accurate performance predictions at all operating conditions. The airfoils of current large wind turbines operate at
chord-based Reynolds numbers of 3-15 million, as shown in Fig. 1. Laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition is a complex
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phenomenon that affects the aerodynamics of airfoil boundary layers near the design operating point. Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) modeling using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a common high-fidelity modeling tool used
for airfoil design. Typical RANS-CFD solvers are augmented with transition models to improve accuracy of aerodynamic
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predictions of airfoils.
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Figure 1. Variation of chord Reynolds number and airfoil thickness along the blade span for three modern, open source, MW-scale turbines:
NREL 5-MW (Jonkman et al., 2009), DTU 10-MW (Bak et al., 2013), and IEA 15-MW (Gaertner et al., 2020)

This work is part of a project to develop a machine-learning inverse-design capability for three-dimensional (3D) aerody30

namic design of wind turbine rotors. In the first phase of our project, we focus on inverse-design of two-dimensional (2D)
airfoils. Our goal is to develop a robust 2D airfoil capability with the appropriate transition model that can accurately predict
the performance of airfoils of various thicknesses and shapes at different operating conditions to generate reliable training data
for the machine-learning process. It is well-known that 2D RANS-CFD does not accurately capture the stall behavior of airfoils
because it is an unsteady 3D phenomenon (Ceyhan et al., 2017b). Airfoils are typically designed to operate inside a range of
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angles of attack for maximum performance away from stall in the linear portion of the lift curve. Hence, the generation of
training data for airfoil-design purposes requires the accurate prediction of the glide ratio inside the design range of angles of
attack. The variation of the glide ratio near the design points is highly sensitive to the boundary layer transition onset location.
Transition modeling and simulation are divided into analytical models based on stability theory and statistical models. The
N

e model is a popular analytical transition model based on the linear stability theory. However, the application of the eN method
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within a conventional RANS framework that runs on massively parallel computers is difficult. This is because it involves nonlocal search and line integration operations for boundary layer quantities (e.g. displacement/momentum thickness and shape
factor). Also, additional efforts in communications between eN and RANS methods are required (Sheng, 2017). In wind
turbine applications, the eN method has been used in either 2D RANS flow solvers or a low fidelity XFOIL code (Sorensen
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